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desired performance with Gmodand will therefore
never result from a control design step based on
the identified model Gmod.
In (Bombois, 2000; Gevers et al., 2001b), we have
gathered these results into a robust control design
procedure where the objective was to design a
controller that achieved a level of performance
A. with the unknown true system Go. In that
procedure, a PE identification experiment was
first performed on Go yielding a pair {GmodV).
The quality of this pair was then assessed for
robust stability using the results of (Bombois et
al., 2000b); and, if the quality was judged satisfactory, a controller was designed from Gmod
using a performance criterion Amod slightly better
(i.e. slightly more demanding) than Ao. Using the
results of (Bombois et al., 2 0 0 1 ~we
) ~ then verified
if the designed controller achieved the prescribed
level of performance (i.e. Ao) with all systems in
2) (and therefore also with the true system Go).
In the present paper, we propose a much simpler and uniform robust control design procedure
whose key step is an improved quality assessment
procedure of the identified pair {Gmod2)). The
improvement is in the fact that the prescribed
performance criterion (and not just the robust
stability) is now taken into account in the quality
assessment, in contrast to the results of (Bombois
et a l , 2000b).
T h e new robust control design procedure.
As stated earlier, the key step of our new robust
control design procedure is an improved method
to check whether the identified pair {Gmod2)) is
tuned for robust control design. This verification
is based on the analysis of the behaviour of a
set of controllers C(Gmod)over all systems in the
uncertainty region 2). This set C(Gmod)is defined
as the set of all controllers achieving a performance level Amod with the identified model Gmod.
This performance level AmOd (used for control design with the nominal model Gmod)is, as usually
done in model-based control, chosen slightly better than the prescribed performance level Ao. By
definition, the controllers in C(Gmod)are therefore
those that can result from a controller design step
based on the model Gmod;they are thus the only
ones that are relevant in order to establish the
quality of the pair {Gmod2)). We then state that
an identified pair {GnaodV) is tuned for "robust
control design" if all controllers in the set C(Gmod)
which achieve the performance level AmOdwith
Gmod,achieve the prescribed performance A. with
all systems in V.

Determination of t h e robust controller C . In
the case where the identified pair has been termed
tuned for robust control design, all controllers
in C(Gmod)are appropriate robust controllers for
the true system Go since they are guaranteed to
achieve the prescribed performance level (i.e. Ao)
with all systems in V, and thus in particular with
Go. The choice of a particular controller within
that class can then be made on the basis of additional considerations such as lowest complexity.
New experiment design. Conversely, in the
case where the quality of {GmodV) is not judged
satisfactory (the robustness test fails), we propose some guidelines (based on the results of the
robustness test) in order to perform a new PE
identification experiment providing a new pair
"model-uncertainty region7' that is likely to be
better tuned for robust control design.
2. UNCERTAINTY REGION DELIVERED BY
PREDICTION ERROR IDENTIFICATION
In this section, we recall our previous results
concerning the uncertainty region V delivered by
PE identification assuming that full-order model
structures are used (Ljung, 1999). See (Bombois
et al., 1999; Bombois, 2000) for more details.

Proposition 2.1. Consider Go = G(z, do), the true
system. A PE identification experiment (with a
full order model structure) performed on Go delivers an identified model G(z, 8) and an uncertainty region V containing the true system Go at
a prescribed probability leyel a.This uncertainty
region is centered at G(z, 6) and can be described
by the following generic form:

where U = (6 1 (6 - 8 ) T ~ (-6 8) < X2); 6 E R~~~
is a real parameter vector, 8 is the estimated
parameter vector defining the identified model, R
is a symmetric positive definite matrix E R~~~
that is equal to the inverse of the covariance
matrix of 6, x2 is determined by the desired
probability level a, ZN(Z) and Zo(z) are row
vectors of size k of known transfer functions and
e(z) is a known transfer function.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we give a precise meaning to the
concept that the pair {Gmod V} is tuned for robust control design. As stated in the introduction,
this involves the determination of a class C(Gmod)
of Gmod-basedcontrollers that are relevant for the
control design problem.

3.1 Performance criterion
Throughout this paper we restrict attention to
performance specifications that can be expressed
in the following very general framework (see e.g.
(Zames, 1981; Glover and Doyle, 1988)):
[C G] i s stable

(2)

and

where

level a and a model G(z,8) at the center of V.
Select a model GmodE V for control design; for
simplicity we shall here take Gmod= G(z, 6).
Step 2. Determine the set C(Gmod)of Gmodbased controllers that are relevant for our control
design problem. These are the controllers that
achieve with the nominal model Gmoda performance level Amod that is slightly better than the
prescribed performance A. on the true system Go.
The relevant controller class is typically defined as
follows:

C(Gmod)= {C I [C Gmod]stable and
1
11 -F(Gmod,c) IIco< 1 )

(6)

Y

Here Wij(z) are frequency weighting functions.
Note that in practice the performance specifications are more often expressed as follows:

with 7 5 1 (e.g. y = 0.9). This set C(Gmod)can
be precisely parametrized as a function of a free
parameter Q(z) E Hmsuch that 11 Q(z) ,1 < 1
(see Section 4).
Step 3. Check whether all controllers in C(Gmod)
achieve the prescribed performance with all systems in V, i.e. whether VC E C(Gmod)and VG E
V, the conditions (2) and (5) hold.

However the performance criterion (3) is generally used for control design purposes instead
of the four conditions (5) (see e.g. (Zhou et
al., 1995; Glover and Doyle, 1988)) since it leads
to an attractive computational algorithm. Conditions (5) will nevertheless be used for validation
purposes. Note that specifications (3) imply ( 5 ) ,
but the converse does not hold.
We consider the situation where the designer is
faced with the task of constructing a controller
C that achieves a performance level A0 defined
by the specifications (2) and (3) (or in fact (2)
and (5)) on the unknown system Go (with some
a-priori specified probability level a ) . For this, we
propose the following procedure which combines
PE identification and validation theory with robust control design and analysis theory.

3.2 Identification, control design and validation
procedure
The procedure consists of four steps.
Step 1. Perform an identification experiment on
the unknown system Go. According to Proposition 2.1, this delivers an uncertainty region V containing the true system at the chosen probability

If this is the case, the controller class C(Gmod)
is called validated for robust stability and robust
performance, and we say that the pair {Gmod 2))
is tuned for robust control design.
Step 4. If the controller C(Gmod)is validated,
then any controller C E C(Gmod)is guaranteed,
with probability a , to achieve the prescribed performance A. with the true system Go and the
design procedure is finished. If the controller class
is not validated (i.e. the pair {Gmod2)) is not
sufficiently tuned for control design), we propose
guidelines for the design of a new identification
experiment providing a new pair {Gmod2)) that is
likely to be better tuned for robust control design
(see Section 7).
Important comments. Our 4-step identification
and control design procedure follows an entirely
logical thread from an engineering point of view.
Given that the true system is unknown, one first
identifies a nominal model Gmod and a model
uncertainty set V around it. One then determines
the class C(Gmod)of controllers that achieves a
certain level of performance that has been chosen
slightly better than is required. One then checks
whether these controllers achieved the required
performance with all systems in V, and hence
with the true system. The choice of a particular
controller within that class can then be made
on the basis of additional considerations, such

as lowest complexity: see Section 7. Finally, we
observe that if the identification experiment has
delivered a pair {GmodV) that is tuned for robust
control, then this is a one-shot design procedure.
If not, then our method offers guidelines for an
iterative design, i.e. the results of the validation
analysis of step 3 indicate how to design a new
identification experiment that is better tuned for
robust control design.

4. PARAMETRIZATION OF THE SET OF
RELEVANT CONTROLLERS

The key of the whole procedure is Step 3, which
contains two validation tests, one for robust stability and one for robust performance. These tests
will be performed by solving a robustness analysis
problem with two sources of uncertainty: a plant
uncertainty region (i.e. V) and a controller uncertainty region (i.e. C(Gmod)).We show in the next
sections that the set of closed-loop connections
made up of the controllers in C(Gmod) and the
systems in 2) can be recast into a LFT framework
and that particular robustness analysis tools can
be developed for that particular LFT representation. A first step in this direction is achieved
in the present section: we show that the systems
in V and the controllers in C(Gmod)can both
be expressed as linear fractional transformations
(LFT's) of some parameter
Proposition 4 . 1 . ((Bombois et al., 2001a)). Theuncertainty region V defined by (1) can be rewritten in the LFT framework using a real vector
q5 E RkX1:

5. LFT FRAMEWORK OF THE
CLOSED-LOOPS
In the previous section, we have given expressions
for V and for C(Gmod),both in an LFT framework. We will now consider the loops made up of
one controller in C(Gmod)and one plant in V and
show that it is straightforward to express these
loops in the same LFT framework. The closedloop connection is entirely described by the four
closed-loop transfer functions between the two
inputs and the two outputs of [C GI:

I ( Tl1 (G, C) T1z (G, C)
Tz1 (G,C) Tzz(G1C)

Expression (9) gives the closed-loop relations of
the particular loop [C Gl. The following proposition gives us the LFT representation of the set
of all closed-loop connections (9) made up of any
controller C E C(Gmod)and any system G E V.
Proposition 5.1. Consider the uncertainty region
D
' defined in (1) and (7) and the set C(Gmod)of
relevant controllers defined in (6) and (8). The set
of all closed-loop connections (9) made up of the
controllers C E C(Gmod)and the systems G E V
can be rewritten in the following set of relations
constrained by 11 A <
,/I

V = {G(z) I G(z) = Fu(Q,4) with
q5 E RkX1and such that 114112 < 1) (7)
where FU(.,.) denotes the classical upper LFT (see
(Zhou et al., 1995))
. . and Q is a known matrix of
adequate dimension which depends on e l Z N , ZD,
8, R and X2.
As for the controllers in C(Gmod)defined in (6), it
was shown in (Glover and Doyle., 1988) that they
can also be expressed in an LFT framework.
Proposition 4.2. ((Glover and Doyle, 1988)). The
relevant controller set C(Gmod)defined in (6) can
be rewritten in an LFT framework using a stable
transfer function Q(z):

where the uncertainty part A(%)is a matrix of size
(k + 1) x 2 given by

with 4 as in (7) and Q(z) as in (8); and the fixed
part H(z) of the LFT is a partitioned matrix made
up of four stable elements M, H12, Hzl and Hz2
which depend on Q and IC.

6. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS PROBLEM
CORRESPONDING TO THE VALIDATION
TESTS

C(Gmod) = {C(z) 1 C(Z) = FL(K,Q) with
Q(z) E H, and such that 11 Q I[,<
1) (8) Based on the previous results, we show in this
section how we can perform the two tests involved
where Fl(.,.) denotes the classical lower LFT (see
in the third step of our robust control design
(Zhou et al., 1995)) and K is a matrix of adequate
procedure (see Section 3). Recall that these tests
dimension which depend on Gmod,F(., .), and y.

consist of verifying that the loops [C GI made up
of C E C(Gmod)and G E V are all stable and
that they all achieve the prescribed performance
level (5).
The LFT representation of these loops given in
Proposition 5.1 allows one to perform the first test
(the robust stability test) by using the following
classical robust stability result (see e.g. (Zhou et
al., 1995))
Proposition 6.1. Consider the uncertainty region
V defined in (1) and (7) and the set C(Gmod)
of relevant controllers defined in (6) and (8). All
controllers in C(Gmod)stabilize all systems in D
if and only if

where M(z) is defined in (10) and where p a is
the structured singular value of the structured
parameter A (see (Zhou et al., 1995)).
According to the previous proposition, we can
thus verify whether all controllers in C(Gmod)
stabilize all systems in 2) by computing the structured singular value pa(M(ejW))at each frequency and verifying that these values are all
smaller than one. In the full version of this paper
(Bombois et al., 2001b), we show that the computation of p a at each frequency boils down to an
LMI-based optimization problem.

According to the previous proposition, the robust performance test involves the computation at each w of the worst case performance
JWC
(w,V, C(Gmod),Tij) related to each closedloop transfer function. The LFT representation of
the loops [C GI given in Proposition 5.1 allows one
to rewrite this worst case performance in a such a
way that an LMI-based optimization problem can
be developed for its computation. This is shown
in the the full version of this paper (Bombois et
al., 2001b).
7. DETERMINATION OF A ROBUST
CONTROLLER OR NEW EXPERIMENT
DESIGN
In the previous sections, we have shown how to
perform the validation tests involved in the third
step of our robust control design procedure (see
Section 3). Now, in order to illustrate the fourth
step of this procedure, let us distinguish two cases.
The first case is where the pair {Gmod2)) passes
both the robust stability and the robust performance validation tests. The second case is where
the pair does not satisfy one (or both) validation
test(s).

In the first case, the pair {Gmod 2)) is termed
validated for robust control design. We then
know that any controller in the set C(Gmod)of
relevant Gmod-based controllers defined in (6)
will achieve the prescribed performance specifications (2) and (5) with all systems in V and
thus in particular with the unknown true system
The second test of Step 3 (the robust performance
Go In the second case, the pair {GmodV) is not
test) can be performed using the methodology
tuned for robust control design and a new PE
presented in the following proposition whose proof
identification experiment has to be performed on
is straightforward.
the true system in order to get a better identified pair model-uncertainty region. A nice propProposition 6.2. Consider the uncertainty region
erty of our procedure is that guidelines can be
D defined in (1) and (7) and the set C(Gmod) drawn for the design of this new P E identification
of relevant controllers defined in (6) and (8).
experiment. Indeed, the frequency regions where
Define the worst case performance related to the
the frequency functions p a and Jwcexceed the
closed-loop transfer function Tij(G,C) ( i , j =
admissible constraints are in fact the frequency
1..2) (see (9)) at the frequency w as:
regions where the uncertainty distribution is too
large with respect to the desired control objective.
A
JWC(W,V, C(Gmod),Tij) =
The new experiment should be designed in order
max
I ~ i j ( G ( e j @C(ejw))
),
I . (13) to reduce the uncertainty distribution in those
GEV
frequency regions. It should therefore be designed
such that the input signal has a larger power
spectrum in those particular regions. Indeed, the
Then all controllers in C(Gmod)achieve the preuncertainty distribution in a particular frequency
scribed performance constraints (5) with all sysrange is asymptotically inversely proportional to
tems in 2) if and only if:
the spectrum of the input signal in open-loop identification (Ljung, 1999) and inversely proportional
4, to the spectrum of the portion of the input signal
that is due to the reference signal in closed-loop
identification (Gevers et al., 2001a ).
for the four closed-loop transfer functions Tij
( i , j = 1..2) (see (9)).

Following the idea presented in the previous paragraph, our new procedure paves the way for a
new research subject. Given a set of performance
specifications, it consists of determining the experimental conditions (e.g. the input signal) such
that a P E identification experiment under these
experimental conditions delivers an uncertainty
region 2) and a model Gmod that are tuned for
robust control design.
8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a new robust
control design procedure based on an uncertainty
region and a model delivered by P E identification.
The key step of this procedure is the quality assessment of the pair "model-uncertainty region".
This pair is termed tuned for robust control design if the controllers in the relevant controller
set C(Gmod)stabilize and achieve the prescribed
performance with all systems in V. If it is the
case, then any controller in C(Gmod) is an appropriate robust controller for the true system.
Conversely, if the pair "model-uncertainty region"
is not judged satisfactory, guidelines can be drawn
in order to design a new P E identification experiment delivering a pair that is better tuned for
robust control design.
In this paper, we assess the quality of the pair
{Gmod2)) with respect to the relevant controller
set C(Gmod). This could seem very demanding
since, in fact, we only need one controller in that
set to achieve the prescribed performance. However, it is in our opinion that we could not term a
pair {Gmod V ) tuned for robust control design
if the prescribed performance level is achieved
by one controller Cl in C(G,,d) and not by the
other controllers that achieve the same level of
performance with Gmodand that can be obtained
from Cl via a modification of the parameter Q.
Finally, the results developed in this paper for the
uncertainty region V deduced from an identification step with a full-order model structure can
be easily extended to the case of an uncertainty
region C deduced from an identification step using a restricted complexity model structure (see
(Bombois et al., 2000a)). Note also that a simulation example of our method can be found in the
full version of this paper (Bombois et al., 2001b).
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